
15 December 1971 

Mr Rodger Hayne 
75 Scheol Street 
Cambridge 02159 DR? pai 

the time and am listening to the UN Security 
Council while I write this letter (which is therefore likely te be disjointed 
and sketohy), I de feel a responsibility te respond to your request for my views 
en the summary of the Salandria speech which you sent me. (I would like to have 
the full text which you kindly offered me.) 

I would hesitate to say categorically that Salandria's thesis is 
irresponsible, perhaps because of the wars personal affection that I felt for 
him during the year's when we were in close teuch in our work on the case, but 
I consider it, at the least, defective. It is a somewhat up-dated version of 
the thesia I first heard from Vince—or te be more acqurate, from him and Tom 
Katen jointly~-early in 1966. I felt then, as I feel now, that by applying 
inferential legic to the events (or some of them) surrounding the assassination, 
you can arrive at best at one of many possible and equally legical explanations, . 
which in the absence ef proef or evidence that excludes other solutiens remains. 
no more than a theeretical exerciaea. At less than best, the exercise may be: 
dangereus, in leading te a legical but false reconstruction, and encouraging 
a fixation which too easily brushes aside material evidence and alternate hypetheses _ 
which may have a lesser personal appeal but a greater evidenciary validity. 

In specific terms, I am completely unable to accept sone specific 
interpretations which Salandria makes. Fer example, his suggestion that the 
federal government deliberately provided the public “with data which preve a 
conspiracy...while simultaneously contending...that there was no censpiracy”. 
My study of the records and procedures of the Warren Commissien cenvinced me 
leng age that the evidence which contravenes its cenclusiens was previded 
in complete inadvertence and ignorance, aut ef haste and confusion (and of ceurse 
spekesmen for the Comission adamantly deny that such evidence is to be found in 
ita recerds). 

Similarly, his suggestion that "the killers actually preoupted...criticisa 
by supplying the infermation...(and) the oritics..." seems not only unfounded but 
absurd, speaking from my cwn experience ag a critic and from sustained and close 
knowledge of the experience of othera. There were a few crude and ridiculous 
attempts by individuals whe may er nay net have been unleashed by official agencies 
te gull the critics and help then to make feels of themselves, and Salandria was 
sometines highly gullible where ethers had the commen sense te recognize these 
emissaries er independent mischief-makers fer the frauds they obviously vere. 
There was also one instance when his own over~hasty assimilation of decumentary 
evidence almost led to a public spectacle in which the critics would have made 
nortifying fools of theuselves; but I feel sure that no one entrapped Salandria 
on that occasion, in which I was intimately concerned. 

Salandria's hypothesis with respect: to Ellsberg and the Pentagon Papers 
must be evaluated in the context ef his persistent suspicien and frequent charges 

over the years that this and that individual critic was really a CIA (or FBI) agent. 
I weuld tend to regard thet as a somewhat paranoic tendency characteristic of 
Salendria and perhaps ene or twe othersaamong the critics whe, in common with 
Vince, betrayed the great deficiency ef judgment of espousing Garrisen and 

refusing to give up the ghost of that audacious charlatan even when the evidence 
ef his bankruptcy was piled aky-high. Salandria's theery of a falling—out 

betwoen the CIA and the militery is only a variation of his earlier similar 
theme of a falling-out between the FBI and ether branches of the Government, 
which preved to be roeted in the misreading of documentary evidence mentioned 
in the preceding paragraph. -



Qn 

: _ For some years Salandria has been reading entirely too much, in ay opinion, 
inte the message to Air Ferce One on 11/22/63 that there was no conspiracy and only 
& lone assassin. His hypothesis does not even effer real internal legic, for if 
the message was part ef a grand strategy ef cold-warriors it was merely self-defeating. 
On 11/22/63 the cold-war advocates could have triggered a full-scale attack on Cuba 
or even a war with the Seviet Unien by fostering the public suspicion that the 
assassin or assaseins were agents ef Castre and/er the Krealin. Again, study of 
the recerd together with personal recollection of 11/22/63 and the several days 
which followed persuades mé that 2 major effert was made in Washingten and by the 
State Departaent asong other agencies te counter the conmunist-conspiracy~agitation 
by Texas officials and te reduce the clear danger of an act of war committed in 
hysteria on the pretext ef avenging the nation for the assassination of its 
President. . 

The weakness of Salandria's reasoning is exemplified in his remarks 
about the attitude of the Kennedy family. It does net refute er reinforce 
& conspiracy but is merely irrelevant, for the massive solid evidence of 
conspiracy exists in the material and forensic evidence and cannet be 
diminished by any Kennedy family attitude any more than it can be or needs te be 

 fertified by such means. The evidence is one thing, and the position ef the 
family is a separate phenomenon entirely whose motivations are very obscure 
indeed. An interpretation just as plausible as Salandria's was published 
years ago in an editorial titled "A Dead Brether is No Brether"——and personally 
I find the latter hypothesis quite plausible. 

| Although this commentary 1s not exhaustive, it is perhaps sufficient 
te indicate my views, and in any case I really must clese now. With kind 
regards, — 

Yours sincerely,


